ECDIS Ltd reports new ECDIS reference cards now available

On 28 March IAIN Corporate Member ECDIS Ltd released a range of Type Specific ECDIS Reference cards, on-line produced Type Specific ECDIS SMS Procedures and an update to their ECDIS Check Off Cards inspectors and investigators, including questions and answers on all the leading systems.

Following the success of the ECDIS Check Off Cards which have recently been updated to include 19 manufacturers giving mariners menu functions and features, ECDIS Ltd has now released Type Specific Reference Cards and on-line ECDIS SMS procedures for each individual ECDIS model.

It is understood that the unique aspect of the reference cards is the ability to customise various cards to ensure accuracy with each company policy. This customisation is completed by way of a simple online form. Such customisation includes confined, coastal and open settings for every menu item as well as watermarking which can ensure no misuse onboard.

In addition to the reference cards, a complete ECDIS SMS procedures guide is also available for each model, giving companies a comprehensive set of instructions for their ECDIS use.